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Full

A suspension-travel range from racing-proved 100 mm up to mighty 180 mm plus all three wheelset 
sizes (26“, 27.5” and 29”): The MERIDA full-suspension bikes of MY 2014 cover an even larger 

field of riding fun and are a recommendation for all those who want to trust in premium chassis 
technology on challenging terrain. MERIDA – MORE SUSPENSION.

SuSpenSion
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Big 
ninety-nine

Refining an already excellent concept is definitely not 
easy. However, the R&D experts at MERIDA master this 
task again and again – as proven by the 2014 upgrade 
of our highly successful BIG NINETY-NINE: This 100 
mm fully rocket is even lighter now. At the same time, 
it combines all the Twentyniner benefits with all the 
full-suspension characteristics essential for MTB riders  
particularly on challenging terrain.

In its premiere season as a carbon-aluminium hybrid 
model, the BIG NINETY-NINE has already thrilled  
lovers of fast tours. Now, especially racers on chal-
lenging courses will listen attentively: As the favoured 
working tool of our young MULTIVAN MERIDA BIKING 
TEAM riders Thomas Litscher and Ondrej Cink, the new 
full-carbon version of the BIG NINETY-NINE convinces 
with impressive performance data: The frame weight of 
1.9 kg* enables high-end setups ranging far below 10 kg 
in total – outstanding preconditions for fast XC or mara-
thon laps! Thanks to the precise 68 Nm/° of its conical  
“X-Taper” steerer (increasing from 1 1/8” at the top to 1.5” 
at the bottom), the BIG NINETY-NINE offers superb han-
dling control. The propulsion-effective BB stiffness of 
75 N/mm is provided by the broad connection of down 
tube and bottom bracket. A 12 mm thru-axle at the rear  
ensures quick and precise wheel changing. The true  
racing character of our new BIG NINETY-NINE is also 
underlined by the kinematically sophisticated and 
completely lockable “M.O.R.E.” chassis for best pos-
sible response characteristics in all frame sizes.  
Most demanding race tracks, fastest laps: the MERIDA 
BIG.NINETY-NINE.

XC RACE / MARATHON

*w/o shock
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„The application range of our Twentyniner fully has again been 
extended for 2014: As full-carbon model version, the BIG.NINETY-
NINE is ultra-light now and thus optimally suitable for successful 
marathon or XC racing. Thanks to “M.O.R.E. Suspension”, the  
chassis performs equally sensitive in all frame sizes.“

Jürgen Falke, Director of Products MERIDA
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one-twenty
MARATHON / TOUR

No matter if general trends occasionally offer more than 
the classic 120 mm travel at front and rear to tour bikers: 
MERIDA consistently trusts in well-proven chassis sys-
tems which manage the balancing act between highest 
possible sensitivity and maximum travel utilization on 
the one hand and convincing drivetrain-neutrality on the 
other without any problems. 

Right at very first sight, the ONE-TWENTY’s organic 
design language radiates full readiness for great rides 
through pristine nature. But not only the visual appear-
ance is brilliantly adapted to the routes you are going to 
tackle: The ONE-TWENTY fuses with the trail surface 
also in terms of construction. The main frame triangle 
as well as the rear stay consist of multi-butted and  
hydroformed “Prolite 66” aluminium. With the  
supported single-pivot concept, the MERIDA R&D  
specialists have successfully developed a chassis which 
feels “bigger” but can be pedalled as comfortably as 
versions with less suspension travel. No annoying pedal 
recoil, no excessive bobbing tendencies, neutral brak-
ing performance: Our ONE-TWENTY equally convinces  
uphill, downhill and on flat terrain. Thanks to the  
“X-Taper” headtube (increasing from 1 1/8” to 1.5”), 
this MERIDA MTB tourer guides its 120 mm fork safely 
through off-road territory. In addition, the bike offers  
superb tracking precision and can be slowed down with 
maximum safety. Furthermore, the rear stay dropouts 
enable the direct mounting of post-mount callipers 
which accept brake discs up to 160 mm without any 
adaptor. So what’s still missing? A low weight suitable for 
touring? Here you are: The ONE-TWENTY’s aluminium 
frame puts a maximum of 2.500 g on the scales. Wher-
ever your tour may take you: MERIDA ONE-TWENTY
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one-Forty-B “All-Mountain” says it all: all mountains. Riders who 
want to meet this demand must be multi-talented: An 
AM athlete needs endurance for flat uphills, enough 
power for steep ascents, a love for velocity on “flowy” 
trails and good steering skills for challenging downhills. 
And the bike? It has to support its pilot optimally. Thus it 
should be as light as possible and should offer traction in 
every situation. Moreover, it must convince with agility, 
tracking stability and downhill safety. Modern AM bikes 
are capable of all this – and in Season 2014, our 145 mm 
fully offers even more: With 27.5”, the ONE-FORTY-B 
complements its kinematic strengths by those of the new 
wheelset standard. So it rightly lays claim to the title “All-
Mountain”.

The redesigned frame of our ONE-FORTY-B proves  
already right away that it is a cutting-edge representa-
tive of its category. The sophisticated rocker link graces 
the equally sensitive and drivetrain-neutral VPK chas-
sis. The “absence” of cables and wires appears similarly 
graceful – because all control lines (incl. the remote 
control for the lowerable seatpost) are routed inside 
the frame for optimal protection. Thanks to the cleverly 
constructed opening near the bottom bracket, they can 
be accessed effortlessly for maintenance purposes. Still 
another detail attests the practical-minded AM affinity of 
our competent R&D experts: The short 60-mm-stem is 
part of all frame sizes and makes the always precisely 
tracking ONE-FORTY-B a true guarantor for fun. On 
each trail, downhill from every mountain. Do not miss 
anything: with the MERIDA ONE-FORTY-B.

ALL MOUNTAIN
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